Nanotechnologies and Advanced Materials
France – Israel

Joint workshop CNRS and Ben Gourion University of the Neguev
Wednesday, November 13th 2013

Overview of research and innovation recent achievements in both institutions
Identification of new cooperation opportunities and strengthening of existing scientific partnerships

The whole scientific community is welcome to participate
This workshop is also open to industrial partners
From 8:00 to 18:30
CNRS
Campus Gérard-Mégie
Auditorium Marie-Curie
3, rue Michel-Ange Paris 75016

Contact: derci.bgu@cnrs.fr
Scientific Committee:
Pascal Breuilles, Marie-Pierre Comets, Giancarlo Faini, Francesca Grassia (coord.), Martine Knibiehler, Ariel Levenson, Laurent Nicolas, Marie-Yvonne Perrin, Isabelle Sagnes
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